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Summary 
 

This document serves as my summer internship final portfolio. It includes my project process document/weekly journals, 
industry/position research, organizational research, timesheets, and supplemental items. Kristy Weidman was my mentor 
and the internship was eight weeks during summer term 2019. All work and communication were done remotely.  
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Project Process Document and Journals 
This internship was one large project. I created new web content for each degree program in the Business Management 
Department (excluding Cyber Security).  

I was expected to create search engine optimized content for 8/9 of the Business Management Department’s degree 
programs. I was provided a video guide of how I was to conduct research, a style guide to follow, and supplemental 
documents as I requested them along the way.  

Every week was pretty much the same as far as what I did and how I did it (and why this Project Process Document is also 
my internship journals). I would conduct research for each degree program using the same spread sheet (titled “Program 
Research” in Appendix A), OIT library resources, the same internet resources, and same competitors. Then I looked over 
existing (current web content) and supplemental materials (appendix C) to see what could be kept or is important 
(provided in the OneDrive file). I pasted all existing degree content into their own documents in their respective folders 
under variations of the title “existing content.” 

Then I started adding information to each word document that was basic (who the program director is, what the upper 
division courses are, etc.). Then I would write the content for the web page either starting in “Careers” or “About the 
Program.” I used the Cybersecurity template I was given and then used completed program web content as templates for 
the other programs.  

Below I go into detail which programs I created web content for (in order of completion), the challenges I faced, and what 
I did for each one. All supplemental material is in its respective folders in my final portfolio titled the “Business 
Management Department Web Content Internship” presented as a OneDrive file. Supplemental images of my work are 
also presented as images in this document.  
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Accounting 
This was my first assigned web content. I started by watching a video on SEO Kristy sent me, reviewing the Business 
Management Department’s style guide, and reading the existing content in the spreadsheet created by Kristy. I then began 
populating information in the spread sheet based on what was in the cybersecurity section of the spread sheet. Everything 
I added to the sheet was based off what the video I watched included and the existing content in the cybersecurity 
“templates.” My first draft of the accounting template was very different from the final draft. The accounting template is 
the only content I have a first draft of, all other programs did not receive any changes before the end of my internship. In 
the first draft of the accounting template, the content was shorter and read more like a report on the accounting industry. I 
was following the cyber security template as closely as I could and included all sections in that template. Figure one is 
screenshots of my first draft of the accounting page content.  

 

Figure 1: Accounting First Draft 

After I received the accounting template back with changes and edits from Kristy, I had a better Idea of what I was 
supposed to write and format the information, as well as how Kristy expected me to talk about the program and how much 
information to include. There is a major difference between my first and final drafts of the accounting web content. Figure 
two is screenshots of my accounting content’s first draft with Kristy’s edits and suggestions. 
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Figure 2 Edited Accounting Draft (pages 1-6) 
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When I finished the accounting content, I felt like I needed more information to move forward with each program because 
after reading Kristy’s edits it became clear that as an outside looking in, I didn’t know anything about these degree 
programs or how to write about them. I asked Kristy via email if she could send over supplemental documents for the 
remaining degree programs so that I had more information to work with moving forward and knew what kind of content 
to include and questions to ask. Figure three is my final draft for the accounting web page content.  

Figure 3 Accounting Final Draft (pages 1-3) 
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Marketing 
I used the accounting web content as the template for the marketing content, I also was provided supplemental documents 
from the marketing program to help me write the new content. This is the also the first content where I started farming 
information from the existing web content. I hadn’t done this previously because I felt that each page had to be completely 
new and this page is where I realized that the old content wasn’t bad and had a lot of great information.  

I did the same thing with the marketing spreadsheet as I did the accounting content.  I took a long break in between 
working on the marketing page due to some upsetting family news. This set me a week behind schedule (we were going to 
complete one degree program a week). For marketing, I started highlighting the content I copied over from the previous 
degree program and did so for every degree program moving forward (either in yellow or green). Figure four is my final 
marketing draft.  

 

Figure 4 Marketing Draft (pages 1-3) 
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Business Management  
I used the marketing web content as a template for the business management degree because I had so much more 
information for marketing than I did for the accounting program and I felt I had a good idea of what information to 
include for the remaining degree programs.  

The business management was the first degree program that challenged me as far as finding information on it because our 
competitors have different names for their similar programs. Also, in resources like First Research and Global Business 
Insights, Business Management isn’t a searchable field or industry and I had to find out what else it was called as well as 
what careers were searchable and used those for information for the spreadsheet.  I relied on the spread sheet to keep track 
of the important information I wanted to include in the written web content. I also began adding things to the spreadsheet 
as I was writing the content to keep track of thoughts in case I wanted to move information else where or look for related 
but different information.  

I finished the business management degree on time and didn’t realize the web content page wasn’t shared with Kristy (that 
even though the entire folder was shared, I still had to share the individual document). When I finally realized this and did 
share it, it set me back another week. Figure five is my final draft for Business Management 

 

Figure 5 Business Management Draft (pages 1-3) 
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Health Care Management  
I used the marketing draft as a template for this program. I ran into the same challenges with Health Care Management as 
I did with Business Management in how the industry was described and called in other places as well as how to conduct 
industry research and what keywords to use. I relied on the existing web content to guide me and help me figure out what 
to include in my draft. This was the first degree programs that’s existing content was very different from the previous 
programs’. I consolidated the existing content to fit into the template I was working with for consistency sake, but it’s also 
the first and only degree program where the final draft is significantly longer and a little different in formatting than the 
others because of the nature of the program. Figure six is my final draft for Health Care Management. 

 

Figure 6 Health Care Management Draft (pages 1-4) 
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Operations Management  
Again, I used the marketing content as a template. And Again, faced the same but not nearly as challenging research 
problems as Health Care Management and Business Management. While I was working on the web content for this 
program I did start to wonder if I was finding competitor programs that were truly similar enough to be competitors or 
not. After comparing our existing content and the competitor’s content, I decided I was just being paranoid. I relied more 
on research and existing web content to write the new content for Operations Management. I found quite a bit of 
information for different career paths in operations management. I really started to get good at overcoming keyword, 
phrasing, and information challenges during this program and began running with information I found. Figure seven is my 
final draft for Operation Management. 

 

Figure 7 Operations Management Draft (pages1-3) 
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Health Informatics 
Health informatics was surprisingly easy to research and find information. I used the marketing template again and the 
existing web content. This one went smoothly and quickly. By the time I started this page, I was two or three weeks 
behind. I turned in this page, Operations Management, and Information Technology in the same week. At this point, 
researching and writing the content is easy and straight forward. The challenges I faced earlier are no longer challenges, 
just inconveniences. Figure eight is my final draft for Health Informatics. 

 

Figure 8 Health Informatics Draft (pages 1-3) 
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Information Technology  
I used the Health Informatics web content as a template for Information Technology. A lot of the information between 
these degrees was very similar as they are both information technology degrees. Again, this one was fairly straight 
forward. I did run across a lot of computer science degrees and information in my research but chose to ignore all of it as 
our IT program is not a computer science degree. Ignoring computer science helped  me refine my searches. Figure nine is 
my final draft for Information Technology. 

 

Figure 9 Information Technology (pages 1-3) 
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Technology and Management 
This was the most challenging program to write for yet as it seems to be the only program like it. I was also incredibly 
confused about what the program actually is, and the existing content only added to that confusion. I expressed this 
concern with Kristy and she shared an old flyer for the program and gave me a little explanation of what it was. I decided 
to use the business management draft as a template for this program and relied heavily on the supplemental document 
Kristy shared with me and the existing content to complete the program. Researching this was difficult because there are 
no other programs that share the qualities that ours does that I could find. Because the program is for non-traditional and 
transfer students, it was more of a supplemental degree to their existing degree, there wasn’t a lot of industry and 
competition research that I could do that was helpful. The spreadsheet is sparse and lacks a lot of the research I did for the 
other programs. Figure ten is my final draft for Technology and Management.  

 

Figure 10 Technology and Management Draft (pages 1-3)  
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Video Assignment Links 
Genre Elements of Higher Education Program Web Content 

 Organization Research: Business Management Department 
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Concluding the Internship 
My only concern about my content is redundancy. I was concerned with every new page I wrote whether it was too much 
like the previous one. I was conscious of every word I used and sometimes felt I had to be repetitive for consistency’s 
sake. I also think this may be because I was working within a very specific template as well as being over exposed to my 
own content. Once you’ve read the same content many times it begins to feel predictable and stale, whether it is or not. 
Then once you’ve used that content as a template for other content you start to wonder if the other content is also 
predictable and stale.  

This internship taught me about industry and competition research as well as helped me practice basic copywriting. I also 
practiced SEO and creating optimized content. I am glad I was able to have this opportunity as this experience can help 
me express my qualifications in creating SEO content that isn’t exclusively blogging based.  
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Appendix 

Appendix A Cyber Security Template 
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Appendix B Program Research Spreadsheet 
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Appendix C Supplemental Materials  
 

Marketing Document 1 

  
Oregon Institute of Technology  

Date: February 18, 2018  
To:Curriculum Planning Commission  
From: Sharon Beaudry  
Re: Business- Changes to Marketing Options  
Please find the enclosed package of curriculum changes.  The reasons for these changes are:   
  

• As of the 2017-18 catalog, the Bachelors of Science in Management was renamed to Bachelors of Science in 
Business to better reflect the common name use by most Business Schools.    

  
• For the 2018-19 catalog, the marketing and small business options under this degree are being updated to 
better reflect the mission of Oregon Tech and to provide students the professional business competencies required 
in today’s global market with a specific emphasis on data-driven decision making enhanced by 
technology.  According to a 2017 study by Restuccia, Liu and Williams, 82% of high-growth jobs require ability to 
utilize technology to analyze data.  Along with IT positions, these skills are now needed in business and marketing 
analyst positions (Restuccia et. al., 2017).  Moreover, according to a survey of Oregon Tech’s Management alumni 
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and advisory board, the highest rated skills required in entry level jobs were data analysis and technology skills 
(2016).   

  
While redesigning these options, the goals were:    

• to have students build a business tool box that focuses on skills in research and analysis methods to solve 
business problems  
• streamline the course offerings to better utilize faculty resources within the department   
• also offering students more choice in course selection   

  
Marketing Option   
The goal of the marketing option is to offer an updated approach for students that provides well-rounded marketing 
education that focuses on data-driven analysis skills.  The program outcomes will require students to be able to 
analyze an organization’s activities to develop/implement a marketing strategy. According to the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics the median pay for marketing research analysts is $62 500 and the job outlook is expected to grow at 23%, 
which is much faster than average (2017).  According to Restuccia et al. (2017), the fastest growing skills in marketing 
are in managing social and digital media campaigns.   
Changes  
The following changes are being made to meeting the goals above:    

• We are removing the following courses as requirements since they are not essential to the field of marketing: 
BUS101, BUS397, BUS326, BUS447, BUS434, BUS442.  
• We are adding the following classes which support the outlined goals:  MIS275 (or for MIS113), GIS207 (GIS for 
Business), BUS307 (Junior Project or ESSE), BUS390, BUS457 or BUS414, and 18 credits of program electives (list 
provided in map).    
• Within the catalog (as advised by the registrar) we will be listing our program electives along with two (non-
transcripted) paths for these electives in Marketing Research and Marketing Design.    
• The changes are expected to have no budgetary increases, while over time they may have positive impacts on 
workload.    

References   
Bureau of Labor Statistics. (2017).  Marketing research analyst outlook.  https://www.bls.gov/ooh/business-and-

financial/market-research-analysts.htm   
Oregon Tech’s Management department.  (2016).  Alumni and Advisory Board Survey.     
Restuccia, D., Liu, P., & Williams, Z. (2017).  Rebooting Jobs; how computer science skills spread in the job market.  

Burning Glass Technologies.  http://burning-glass.com/wp-content/uploads/rebooting_jobs_2017.pdf.     
  
 
Marketing document 2 

Assessment of Program Level Student Learning Outcomes  
2017-18 Worksheet  

  
  
Program Description  
The Business –Marketing Option is a challenging, applicable degree program that integrates management concepts in a 
technical and innovative setting as required by today’s dynamic business environment. The program develops graduates 
with relevant skills preparing students for entry into management careers in business, government, public, or social 
service organizations. Industry-trained faculty translate theory to practice; advising students through the diversity of the 
curriculum, project-based learning, and internships. The degree serves those students that seek a personal, hands-on 
learning experience and the needs of the businesses that employ them. Program enrollment, graduation and 
employment rates will be pulled and entered for each program.  Please complete the following in 
full sentence explanations:   
  
Program History   
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The Business – Marketing option degree was first offered at Oregon Tech in the late 1990s. This degree program 
provides students with a broad background in business management with a strong emphasis in modern marketing 
concepts and practices. Marketing graduates enjoy careers in management, advertising, research, consulting, digital 
media, sales, and entrepreneurial enterprises.  
  
Employers:  

New Earth Life Sciences  
Carrot  
Running Y Ranch Resort  
Discover Klamath  
Lithia Motors  
Klamath Falls Downtown Association  
State Farm Insurance  
Klamath County Chamber of Commerce  
Medford School District  
AHM Brands   
C.H. Robinson  
Keiro Northwest  
Ed Staub & Sons, Inc.  
Bend Bulletin  
Aruba Networks  
Sky Lakes Medical Center  

  
Junior Year  
BUS 319 Integrated Marketing Communications  
GIS 207 GIS for Market Research  
BUS 399 Marketing Special Topics  
MGT 321 Operations Management  
BUS 467 Service Management  
ACC 325 Finance  
BUS 307 Junior Project  
BUS 435 Marketing III  
BUS 473 Marketing Strategy  
Program Electives (over 20 to choose from)  
  
Senior Year  
BUS 308 Principles of International Business  
BUS 495-97 Senior Project  
BUS 457 Business Research Methods  
BUS 441 Leadership  
PSY 347 Organizational Behavior  
BUS 356 Business Presentations  
BUS 478 Strategic Management  
Program Electives (over 20 to choose from)  
  
  
  
Notable Achievements  
Connor Scott, 2019 Student Achievement Award Winner  
  
Downtown Association Project with Jennifer Massey  
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Jennifer Massey, a Business Management/Marketing major at Oregon Tech, performed market research for the 
Klamath Falls Downtown Association (KFDA). Massey developed a survey using Qualtrics software. Her research 
focused on better understanding the Oregon Tech community by understanding the following: their perceptions of 
the downtown area, the businesses they frequent, and businesses/services they would like to see in the downtown 
area. The research findings assisted the KFDA with future planning activities. Brenna O’Sullivan-Fulks, the KFDA 
executive director, was especially appreciative of the survey results and said that efforts such as Massey’s work well 
with KFDA’s continued goals (Bassinger, 2018). In an email correspondence, the executive director wrote, “Jennifer 
Massey presented her Downtown study to the Klamath Falls Downtown Association yesterday and received rave 
reviews!” (email correspondence, January 11, 2018).   

  
Oregon Tech Business Management Project: College of Business with Kelly Scott  
“My favorite project at Oregon Tech had to be my senior project. I researched a marketing plan for the re-brand of the 
Oregon Tech Business Management Department” (Facebook message August 13, 2018).  
  
Kelly performed rigorous primary and secondary research to identify opportunities for the Business Management 
department. Kelly’s work is currently being used by the department as part of their 2019 strategic initiatives.  
  
  
Reames Golf Club Marketing Strategy with Lynzee Wortman  
Lynzee Wortman, a Business Management/Marketing major at Oregon Tech (2018) completed a senior project 
with Reames Golf Club. Based on rigorous primary and secondary research, Lynzee Wortman developed an updated 
marketing strategy for Reames.  
  
  
Page Break  
Catalyze Competition with Connor Scott, Ethan Cole and DJ Harryman  

Three marketing students completed a BUS 307 class that focused 
on innovation and entrepreneurship.  Students used design thinking throughout the concept development phase and 
then developed a low-resolution prototype and comprehensive business plan. This particular team developed “Lit” a 
candle-powered phone charger. In 2018, they competed at Catalyze Klamath, a business competition, and took 
second place. They received over $7,000 in prize money.   
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Following that competition, they went on to the statewide collegiate challenge--Invent 
Oregon—which is Oregon’s only statewide invention competition. For this competition, the team had refined their 
marketing plan and had a working prototype of their product “Lit”. As Connor Scott stated, “Our group couldn’t be more 
excited for this opportunity to compete at INVENTOR”.  
  

Three Oregon Tech Students Open 
Coffee Shop  
In September 2017, three Oregon Tech students (Communication, Marketing and Entrepreneurship majors) opened a 
coffee shop near the campus. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7SaUmfZ-w0&feature=share. The beans are 
roasted by a local vendor. The trio provides a “third space” for the campus community and hosts trivia nights and bands 
on the weekends. They hope to offer wine and beer to their menu early 2019. In an article in the Herald and 
News entitled “Espresso entrepreneurs”, the students thanked Oregon Tech faculty for all of their help and 
expertise (Dillemuth, 2017).  
  
  
Success Stories – Descriptions of Successful Graduates (potentially including quotes from students highlight the 
programs' effective preparation)  
  

From Raena Rodgers, ’16, who is now the Marketing Manager for Discover Klamath: “I would like to thank you 
for your expertise in the classroom and the guidance you have given me after college. I know I would not be 
where I am today without it. You are a true gem” (email correspondence November 26, 2018).  
  
From Ben Krueger, ’15, who is now the Director of Development and Marketing at Keiro Northwest in Seattle, 
Washington: “You are incredible! Thank you so much!!! I was offered the position and have accepted. Would not 
be possible without your guys [Oregon Tech business faculty]. Life-changing opportunity!”(Facebook message 
May 4, 2018).  
  
From Marc Heron, ’17, who is the multi-media advertising executive at the Bulletin in Bend, Oregon: “There are 
many things that I took from Oregon Tech that I apply to my everyday work life. One of those things 
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is understanding the client’s needs, wants and goals for their business is crucial to providing and pitching a 
solution.  I feel like that was preached throughout my marketing/management courses at Oregon Tech” 
(Facebook message August 1, 2018).  
  
From Tiffany Beals, ’15, who is a Compliance Officer at Steelhead Finance in Medford, Oregon: “I am so 
appreciative of the various projects I worked on throughout my course work at Oregon Tech. In most of my 
classes, we participated in a variety of comprehensive, relevant, hands-on group projects that are very similar to 
the projects I now do on a daily basis” (email correspondence January 10, 2018).  
  
From Paul Adams, ’16, who is the IT Systems Analyst at Medford School District: “Oregon Tech prepared me for 
this role with hands-on technical work so I could hit the ground running my first day on the job” (Facebook 
message August 23, 2018).  
  
From Kelly Scott, ’18, who is the social media marketing coordinator at New Earth Life Sciences in Klamath Falls, 
Oregon: “Oregon Tech prepared me for this job by teaching me how to research business problems and utilize 
marketing techniques to improve business communications” (Facebook message August 13, 2018).  

  
  
Technology and Management Document 

 


